Abstract. A short coordinate-free proof is given for some known results on the existence of local complex-analytic foliations of a real submanifold M of C". The proof uses an explicit formulation of the equivalence between two definitions of the E. E. Levi form of M.
The E. E. Levi form of M is a bilinear map of H' X H' which can be conceived in (at least) two ways:
(1) as Lp://'X #'->£'» defined by The vertical maps are natural projections and ß(X') = -dp(X)'. Since the right and left triangles and the outer square commute, a simple chase of this diagram shows
Now ker(ß\T') = H' because dp = dp + dp. Therefore there exists a unique monomorphism a: T'/H' -> &"" such that a ° -n = ß, where it: T' -> T'/H' is the quotient map. This and (5) show that a satisfies (3).
Relation (3) [4] when M is a hypersurface. His proof and a later one in [3] require considerable calculation in coordinates.
